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train and issued out of rear, and train line end valve
set to allow sufficient steam to escape to prevent
t r a i n l i n e from freezing. Care must be exercised in
opening and closing valves on train pipe or the drip
valves not to force them when cold, as it strains the
inside parts and often causes the spindle to break;
these valves can be easily operated when the steam
softens the packing.
CAR FOREMEN A N D INSPECTORS
Will see that regulators on cars and engines are
working properly and are adjusted before leaving,
also t h a t steam gauge registers the correct amount,
and is in good order; that all valves are packed, and
no steam escaping; also that the Automatic drip is
adjusted to relieve the condensation, and not allow
any unnecessary waste of steam from same; that
the expansion drum has been tested and filled to
proper level with water, and place of testing marked
with chalk on outside of drum casing; that there are
no leaks from draw off cocks or plugs that would
cause the circulation to stop; also that a spare set of
steam hose is carried inside of Baggage car on each
train.
When filling car heater pipes with water, attach
hose to cock under car connecting to the bottom
pipe.
This will force the air through the pipes in
the expansion drum and when pipes are filled, the
water will fill the drum and run out of funnel cock,
which indicates that the system is filled. After car
has been filled, it must be watched to see that all
air is out of pipes and water remains in drum up to
the level of the funnel cock and then place tag on
stove | Ready for Fire."
B L O W I N G O U T CARS.
Instead of attaching hose to drum and blowing
down both pipes, attach hose to draw off cock connecting to the shortest connection to expansion
drum, then open the other draw off cock or remove
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plugs so that water can be forced out, b y supplyingsteam to one and forcing the water out through the
other opening until steam escapes, then change the
hose to the other cock, and blow steam t h r o u g h t h e
reverse way until it escapes again. Before disconnecting hose feel all pipes inside of car to see that
steam has circpated through the entire system.
On the Gold system both sides of car
must be blown out separately in this manner, as
each side is independent.
After car is blown out,
open funnel cock on expansion drum to admit air
into pipes and place tag on stove "Make no fire, n o
water in pipes."
All water tanks must also be thoroughly drained
by opening drain cocks which will be found under
each walpfstand and at each hopper.
. .
Duner hopper levers must be blocked up so t h a t
pan will be in down position.
Rex hopper pans must be dropped.
It is not advisable to place a Passenger car on a
freight train with water in pipes and fire in stove.
I t is not advisable for Passenger or Baggage car
sent sealed on a Passenger train with steam working on car, as Trainmen must have access to give
proper attention.
Q. H o w m u s t a Sleeping, Dining, or equipped
Tourist car be made ready to send to shop?
A. By lijgiting a good fire in stove but never
remove water out of pipes as this class of
car in cold weather must never be without
heat inside of cars.
Approved,
W . E. F O W L E R ,
Master Car Builder.
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Instructions to Foremen and Inspectors for the use
of Pintsch Gas Equipment at Terminal
Points.
W h e n a gas car arrives at a terminal, the lamps
should be thoroughly cleaned and carefully looked
over, and if any parts are found to be defective,
repairs must be made promptly. After testing, and
replacing all defects close cock at each lamp separately, then close main cock in gent's toilet room,
using gas key furnished for that purpose.
See Trainmen's Rule posted in toilet room in
regard to turning off lamps first, then shut off main
cock.
Also that mantle lamps must be turned on
full, or turned off entirely.
Lampmen and Inspectors must report immediately if a car is found with lamps turned on and main
cock turned off in toilet room, and report made to
Car Foreman or Master Car Builder.
T h e small pipes under the car connecting the
tanks, regulator, and filling valves are made of J4 i n extra heavy iron pipe with brass flanges soldered on
to connect the pipes together. A small lead washer
is used between the faces of the flanges to make a
tight joint, slot headed bolts used to draw the
flanges together.
Should a leak be discovered in these flanges, the
leak may be stopped by tightening the slot headed
bolts in the brass flanges with a screw driver.
If
leak does not then stop, remove old and apply new
washer.
Should it become necessary to disconnect these
pipes to re-solder a joint or to replace a washer, the
gas will have to be shut off at tank valves.
This
may be done by removing cap from tank valve which
will expose stem of tank valve, turn these stems to
the right until valves are closed, using same kind of
brass key as in toilet room.
After these connections are repaired, turn on the
gas at tank valves, replace valve caps and see that
all joints are tight.
Never use a light to locate leaks. Depend on the
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sense of smell or use soap suds, applied with a brush.
If a filling valve should be found to be leaking it
may be stopped by being turned down tighter by
brass key from toilet room. These valves are left
hand, to shut them off turn them to the left.
Should a filling valve leak so badly that it cannot
be repaired the gas must be turned off at the tanks,
and the Foreman notified.
Instructions to Trainmen for the Care of Pintsch
Gas Car Equipment.
Read instructions to trainmen in regard to lighting
lamps and emergency outfit which is posted in toilet
rooms.
Before the gas is turned on at the main cock in
the toilet room see that all lamps in the main part of
the car and the bracket lamps in the passageways
and toilet rooms are turned off. After the gas has
been turned on at the main cock in the toilet room,
all lamps may be lighted.
Should one of the lamps be leaky or defective,
turn it off and report it at the next terminal point to
the Car Foreman, or the man in charge of the lamps.
Should lights fail when there is gas in the tanks,
thaw out the gas regulator under the car with steam
or hot water.
Should a leak be discovered in any part of the car
the Gas M U S T be shut off at once at the main cock
in the toilet room.
Should a leak occur in the filling valve under the
car or in the connections between the gas tanks, the
gas must be turned off at both tanks.
T o do this,
take brass key from toilet room, using large socket
to unscrew caps of tank valves. After these have
been removed, the stems of the tank valves will be
exposed, then use the small socket of the key to
shut off valves turning them to the right.
Torches or Lamps of ansr kind must not be used
while working around the connections and tanks
under the car, and any employee looking-for a leak
with a light will be discharged.
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In turning off the light turn off each lamp separately. After that is done turn off the gas at the
main cock in the toilet room.
Should the odor of gas be detected in any part of
the car, report it promptly to the Car Foreman, Inspector, or man in charge of lamps, at the next terminal point.
Trainmen must use discretion in regard to using
the light during their respective runs. In first class
and second class coaches where there are four or
five centre lamps in the body of the car it will be
sufficient to have Two Lamps burning after I I p.m.
The balance should be shut off entirely. In sleeping
cars lamps should be turned out in the main body of
the car, as per general instructions.
After 12 o'clock midnight the lamps in sleeping
car smoking rooms should also be turned out.
A travelling special agent will inspect the lighting
of the cars and give instructions to trainmen which
should be followed.
Approved,
W. E. F O W L E R ,
Master Car Builder.
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Description of Compressed Air W a t e r Raising
System for Passenger Equipment Cars.
This method of forcing water from a tank located
under car, is done by compressed air obtained from
the air brake system.
In the first design of this
system the air was taken direct from train pipe, but
objection was taken to this method, owing to the
fact that any defect in the check valve located
between the reducing valve and the combination
cock, or any defect in the rubber seated check valve
in the governor, would allow the air that was stored
in the special reservoir to flow back into train pipe
wihen brakes were set, and would release brakes on
the train, but as nothing can be allowed to interfere
with the working of the brakes this method was
abandoned for the present system of taking supply
of air from the auxiliary reservoir, so that the feed
port of triple will regulate the flow of air from the
train pipe, the air supply is regulated by a governor,
situated between the auxiliary reservoir and the
special air reservoir used in connection with the
water supply tank under car.
This governor is set at 60 lbs., and it will not
operate until the pressure in the auxiliary reservoir
reaches that point (60 lbs.); this pressure will raise
the diaphragm, unseat the valve, and allow air, at
same pressure as carried in auxiliary reservoir, to
flow to special air storage used in connection with
the water raising system.
It is very important that governor be set at exactly 60 lbs. Any variation from this will give trouble,
as a governor set at 50 lbs. would improperly receive
air from auxiliary before sufficient pressure had
accumulated to operate air brake, and if governor is
set for 70 lbs., it would fail to open, and no air would
enter the special^ reservoir, with the result that water
could not be raised in car.
T h e special reservoir
acts as a storage for the system, and as the water in
the water tank is supplied to the car, it is replaced
by air from the air reservoir, the air passing through
a reducing valve located in pipe connection between
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the reservoir and water tank.
The reducing valve
is set at 15 lbs., and is located inside of box around
the water_ tank to prevent freezing. This pressure
(15 lbs.) is sufficient when admitted on the top of
water tank, to force the water through the pipe
located inside of tank about 3 in. from the bottom,
to any point inside of car. Any increase of pressure
above 15 lbs. will cause the water, when faucet is
opened in toilet rooms, to splash out of bowls.
The next important working part is the combination cock.
This is located inside of box that is
around the water tank; a handle on the outside
operates this cock, which is entirely different from
the ordinary cock used. I t has six connections, but
for only three operations, performed by two movements of cock, and these three operations are performed by the movements of handle connected to
cock, which opens and closes two ports slotted
through key of cock. T h e six connections are, the
filling tube from outside, the connection to tank, the
air supply pipe to cock, air supply from cock to tank,
the relief air pipe from tank to cock, and relief air
pipe from cock to atmosphere.
DESCRIPTION OF GOVERNOR VALVE.
T h e Governor Valve is placed between the auxiliary reservoir and water supply air pressure reservoir, auxiliary reservoir connection at A R and air
pressure reservoir connects at P R.
The adjustment of spring 17 is such that a pressure in chamber C of 60 lbs. on diaphragm 11 is
'required to raise its valve from its seat.
Air pressure from auxiliary reservoir entering
valve at A R reaches chamber E through port D and
as it approximates 60 lbs. diaphragm 11 and its valve
are lifted, and valve 19 is forced from its seat, permitting the pressure to pass to chamber F and
through port G to the air reservoir of the water
system.
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Reference No.
Valve Body.
12.
3 Body Cap.
13
4 Check Nut.
14
5 Cap Nut.
15
16
6 Union Swivel.
17
7 Union Nut.
18
8 Gasket.
9 Strainer.
19
0 Piston.
20
i
Diaphragm (2 pieces) 21
2

of Parts:
Piston.
Piston Ring.
Piston Nut.
Cotter.
Diaphragm Ring.
Adjusting Spring.
Adjusting Nut.
Supply Valve.
Rubber Seat.
Supply Valve Seat

DESCRIPTION OF REDUCING VALVE.
Connect fitting 6 with the pipe from the air reservoir and connect the pipe to the water reservoir at
-W T, inserting a check valve, in pipe leading to
combination cock. The valve is adjusted to deliver
15 lbs. pressure on the water for forcing it througho u t the car.
Necessary adjustments are made at
Nut 18.
Pressure entering the valve at P R passes to chamber A, thence past valve 19 to chamber B a n d by
passage C to W T, and the water reservoir.
As
the pressure in the latter approximates 15 lbs. piston
12 is forced down and spring 21 closes valve 19. As
the air pressure in the water tank diminishes
through the use of water, the pressure on piston
12 is likewise affected, and the piston being forced
-upward by spring 17, opens v a l v e i 9 and restores the
air pressure in the water reservoir.
Reference No. of P a r t s :
10 Diaphragm, complete.
2 Valve Body.
16 Diaphragm Ring.
3 Body Cap.
17 Adjusting Spring.
4 Check Nut.
18 Adjusting Nut.
5 Cap Nut.
6 Union Swivel.
19 Supply Valve.
2 0 Rubber Seat.
7 Union Nut.
21 Rubber Valve Spring.
8 Gasket.
9 Strainer.
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DIRECTIONS FOR OPERATION.
T o fill tank with water, move handle from horizontal to vertical position, with end of handle pointing down to track, in this position the filling pipe is
opened; insert a water hose (which has been connected to water supply) in the i% in. pipe and the
water will flow into tank.
When the filling pipe is
opened, the air exhaust pipe from tank is
opened to the atmosphere, which allows air to escape
from the water tank and water to enter.
The air
supply pipe to tank is also closed, while the handle
is in this position, so that with one movement of the
handle the following three operations are performed.
First, exhausting air from water tank to atmosphere;
second, cutting off air supply to water tank; third,
opening the filling tube, allowing the tank to be
filled with water. After tank is filled, which is indicated by water running out of air exhaust pipe, or
backing out of filling tube, move handle back to a
horizontal position, which again performs three
operations—First, cutting off the water supply pipe;
second, closing the air exhaust pipe; third, opening
air supply pipe, which latter will admit air above the
water and the service is again ready for use.
The
closing of the cock after the tank is filled, is very
important, as otherwise the air cannot enter the
water tank and distribute the water to pipes inside
of car.
'
T R O U B L E S — T H E I R S Y M P T O M S A N D CURES.
Should air pressure escape, but no water be obtained when the faucet is opened, water tank is
empty, refilling will remedy.
Should no air pressure and no water escape when
faucet is opened, first examine the cut out valve,
located inside of car directly over water tank.
On
sleeping cars, this can be found in Section 4, and can
be operated, when berths are made up, by an extension handle, which allows the valve to be opened
or closed from aisle of car.
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On Tourist cars the valve is located on left side
of car facing the kitchen end under the third seat
from same end.
It is very important to be able t o
locate this valve as in case of any leak in water service inside of car, this valve can be closed which will
cut off the entire water supply of car. If this cut
out valve is opened inspector must look farther for
cause of no water, and open drain cock on reservoir,
to see if air has passed through governor from
auxiliary reservoir, as if brakes are cut out it also
cuts off water supply.
If there is no air in special
reservoir, governor must be examined to see if ten
sion on spring is not in excess of auxiliary reservoir
pressure, which would prevent governor from opening.
If these are found correct examine reducing
valve, inside of tank casing, to ascertain if valve is
opened, so as to allow the 15 lbs. pressure of air to
enter water tank.
In cold weather, the air supply pipe from air
reservoir to water tank, at the point where it enters
the box, is part most likely to freeze, as when the
air pressure is reduced in reservoir, the water will
back up to this air pipe (if check valve is in bad
order) and as the water reaches the pipe exposed to
the atmosphere, it will freeze at this point, but can
be easily thawed out in a few minutes by using hot
water or steam.
When a weak flow of water is obtained at faucets,
examine reducing valve first, then other parts, as instructed in preceding paragraphs.
Too strong a flow of water, causing splashing, is
caused by too high pressure on water tank, and indicates that reducing valve needs adjusting.
If combination cock turns too hard, take off nut at
end, remove the key and grease it; then replace the
key, but see that groove in end of it corresponds
with the way ports are located, also that the handle
is placed so as to operate it correctly.
Reducing valve, governor, check valve and strainer
must be cleaned, examined and tested every time air
brake is cleaned, to keep them in proper working
order.
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T E S T I N G EACH VALVE.
T o test governor on car, supply air to auxiliary
reservoir, and allow pressure to accumulate until it
reaches 60 lbs.; then cut out brake with this pressure
in auxiliary, and set the spring on governor till the
valve opens, and the pressure passes through governor to the supply reservoir.
To test reducing valve, attach air gauge to % in.
cock, then charge water supply air reservoir, remove
lock-nut or cap from reducing valve and regulate
screw until the pressure indicates 15 lbs., previously
allowing time, however, for the water tank to charge,
a s t h e feed is very slow, often requiring from 5 to 10
minutes, according to the volume of water in tank,
the more water, the less time, as the space for air is
smaller.
Great care must be given to the governor, especially to the rubber seated valve on bottom, which by
removing plug can be easily taken out with the
spring attached.
This rubber seated valve is the
E i " i d i n g line between the two' reservoirs, and should
seat of valve become defective, will allow air from
both reservoirs to enter the brake cylinder when
brake is applied, and causes such an increase of
braking power as might cause wheels to skid.
W h e n car is cut off from engine, and air pressure
is quickly lost it may be caused by this same rubber
seated valve, as if defective it a l l o w s t h e air to leak
into auxiliary reservoir and out of air brake release
cock, carrying off supply of air required for raising
the water into car.
If leak is found inside of car, and is liable to wet
carpet or interior of car, and cut-out valves cannot
be operated, the water supply can be cut out from
the outside, when train is stopped, by turning handle
of combination cock down in same position as described to fill tank with water, as in this position,
the air is exhausted out of water tank, and air supply
is cut off, which prevents the water from rising into
car.
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TO

CLEAN

OUT AIR PRESSURE
WATER TANKS.

SYSTEM

Open 1Y2 in. angle valve connected to bottom of
tank and insert water hose in filling tube and flush
out with good pressure of water.
For shop cleaning remove flange from end of tank
and scrub out tank thoroughly, and flush out with
good supply of clean water.
T o drain water tank.
T o drain tank open iVz in.
angle valve on bottom of tank, then move operating
handle to horizontal position to cut out air supply.
T o drain tank on cars fitted with gravity water
supply.
Care must be 'taken that all water is
drained from overhead tanks; a drain cock will be
found located under each washstand and at each
hopper.
On Duner hoppers block up lever so that
pan will be in down position. Rex hoppers, see that
pan is dropped.
NOTE.
If these instructions are carefully carried out, there
should be no trouble with the water-raising system;
or if by neglect or accident, trouble has been
caused, it may be readily located and remedied by
following these instructions.
Close attention on the part of all concerned must
be _ given to these instructions, and they must be
rigidly carried out.
Approved,
W . E. F O W L E R ,
Master Car Builder.

